
Waseda University CIE

①【Coverage】

②【Insurance Premium】　

③【Enrollment Procedures】
1 For each program, please make payment of the insurance premium by the designated deadline. 

●Mizuho Bank Branch　Regular Account　２０９３１０２

Account Name　　 早稲田大学派遣留学生補償制度　

NOTE)
　

2

○Temporary emergence return home expenses(Only in case the insuranceperiod is more than 3 months) 500,000 yen

Overseas Travel Insurance for Waseda University Students who participate in Study-
Abroad Programs

 Waseda University has a contract for overseas travel insurance, specifically designed for students who participate in Waseda University's
study-abroad, internship and volunteer programs and club activities,with Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co., Ltd. via Waseda
University Campus Insurance Center Co., Ltd.  All program participants are required to enroll in this umbrella agreement insurance.

  Under this special contract, participants can enroll in excellent travel insurance at about half the price of regular
insurance premium. This also includes Student Liability Benefit and Personal Belongings Benefit.  Therefore, unlike general
overseas travel insurance, expenses to recover damages to their personal belongings kept in their housing are also
compensated.

○Charges incurred as a result of death (Accident & Sickness)   30 million yen 

○Medical (Accident & Sickness)  Unlimited

○Pre-existing sickness treatment(Only in case the insuranceperiod is within 31 days)  3 million yen

○Student Liability  100 million yen 

○Student Household Goodness & Personal Belongings)  300,000 yen

○Baggage delay expenses  30,000 yen

○Flight delay expenses  30,000 yen

Please submit this form to the school which you belong to, after pasting the bank transfer slips,
such as ATM receipt or other documents that proves your payment, on the back of this application
form.

Insurance Period Insurance Premium (※)For example, a one-year insurance period, September 4, 2021 is
if the beginning, the end will be September 3, 2022.
please check with schedule of benefits.

Waseda

ﾜｾﾀﾞﾀﾞｲｶﾞｸﾊｹﾝﾘｭｳｶﾞｸｾｲﾎｼｮｳｾｲﾄﾞ (Waseda Daigaku Haken Ryugakusei Hoshou Seido)

The account for course fees and the one for overseas travel insurance premium are
different from each other, so please be careful not to make any mistakes when making
payments.

If your payment is late, your insurance coverage will not begin by the time you leave
Japan for study abroad.  It is very important for you to make payment by the deadline.

E-Mail： hoken@waseda-pm.com

④【Certificate of Enrollment】 

Details on this will be sent separately.
Generally, this process takes 2-3 weeks after completion of both ①bank transfer of insurance
premium　②submission of application documents with bank transfer slips to the CIE

【Contact for information regarding insurance contents】

Insurance Agency: Waseda University Campus Insurance Center Co., Ltd.

1-9-12 nisiwaseda-chou, Shinjuku-ward, Tokyo, Japan １６９－００５１
ＴＥＬ　０３－５２７２－３４７５　/　ＦＡＸ　０３－５２７２－３４７８
（Closed: Sat/Sun 　　　Hours of Operation 9:00 to 17:30）

【Underwriting　Insurance Company】
Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co., Ltd　公務2部文教公務室

ＴＥＬ　０３－３５１５－４１３３

End of Document



Explanation of overseas travel insurance

Treatment
relief cost
insurance

money

●rescue cost component
① When a person is killed within 180 days including the
day of an accident due to an injury caused by a sudden
and accidental outpatient accident while traveling
abroad (This includes the case of immediate death due
to an accident.)　② A person who has been hospitalized
for more than 3 days * 6 in a row due to an injury
caused by a sudden and accidental outpatient accident
while traveling abroad or due to a disease contracted
while traveling abroad (If the person is sick, the doctor's
treatment must be started during the trip.)　③ Cases
where a traveler has died during overseas travel due to
illness, pregnancy, childbirth, premature birth, or
miscarriage ④ a traveler has started medical treatment
for a disease that developed during overseas travel and
has died within 30 days from the date of completion of
travel ⑤ an aircraft or ship on an overseas trip is in
distress, if life or death cannot be confirmed due to a
sudden and accidental outpatient accident, or if public
authorities such as the police have confirmed that
emergency search and rescue activities are necessary.

●rescue cost component
The amount of the following expenses actually incurred by the
policyholder, the person covered by insurance, or the relative *7
of the person covered by insurance, which is considered to be
appropriate in light of social norms
① Search and Rescue Expenses ②Transportation Expenses such
as Round Trip Airfare to the Resident (Up to three rescuers) ③
Room Charges for the Resident's Accommodation (Up to 14 days
per three rescuers and each rescuer) ④ Travel Expenses for the
Resident, Miscellaneous Expenses at the Site (Up to 200,000 yen
in total) ⑤Transportation Expenses from the Site (The amount
refunded, the amount expected to be paid, and the amount
payable in the portion of treatment costs will be deducted.)　⑥
Body disposal costs (Up to 1 million yen)

In addition to the above ① to ④ and ⑥, for
example,
・Accidents while driving without a license, under
the influence of alcohol or using narcotics, etc.
・Cost of treating pregnancy, childbirth, premature
birth, miscarriage, or any of these disorders and
infertility
・dental disease
・Injuries that occur before or after the start of an
overseas trip
・a disease (If the contract includes a special
contract covering the cost of first-aid treatment
and relief for illness, the payment may be covered
by the special contract.) that develops before a
person starts traveling abroad
・Whiplash, low back pain and other symptoms with
no findings of medical objective
・Climbing mountains using climbing tools such as
ice axles and crampons, piloting aircraft outside of
work, bobsled, skydiving, hang gliding, injury while
engaging in dangerous activities such as athletics
or test driving using riding tools such as
automobiles (If you set a special risk coverage rider
and pay premium for these activities, you will be
eligible for payment.)
・Mountain sickness (If you set a special risk
coverage rider and pay premium for these
activities, you will be eligible for insurance
payment.) that occurs while climbing mountains
using climbing equipment such as pickels and
crampons

When a physical impediment occurs within 180 days
including the day of the accident due to an injury
caused by a sudden and accidental outpatient accident
while traveling abroad

Departure from December 22, 2020

Amount of insurance claims paid Major Cases Where Insurance Claims Are Not PaidMajor Cases of Payment of Insurance Claims

The full amount of accident and death insurance is paid to the
legal heir of the person who is covered by the insurance.
If a death benefit recipient is designated, it will be paid to the
designated person.
*If there is a residual disability insurance that has already been
paid for the same injury, the amount remaining after deducting the
residual disability insurance that has already been paid from the
amount of accident and death insurance will be paid.

When a person is killed within 180 days including the day
of the accident due to an injury caused by a sudden and
accidental outpatient accident while traveling abroad
(This includes the case of immediate death due to an
accident.)

For example:
① willful misconduct or gross negligence on the
part of the policyholder or the insured
② Intent or gross negligence of the beneficiary
③ war, foreign use of force, revolution, usurpation
of power,
Civil war, armed rebellion, and other similar
incidents *1
④ Radiation exposure and radioactive
contamination
⑤ Injury resulting from an accident while driving
without a license, under the influence of alcohol, or
using narcotics, etc.
⑥ Fights, suicidal behavior, and criminal behavior
⑦ Injury due to brain disease, insanity, pregnancy,
childbirth, premature birth, or miscarriage
⑧ Injuries that occur before or after the start of
an overseas trip
⑨ Injuries during dangerous activities such as
climbing mountains using climbing equipment such
as ice axles or crampons, flying aircraft outside of
work, bobsled, skydiving, hang gliding, or riding
equipment such as automobiles such as
competitions or test runs (If you set a special risk
coverage rider and pay premium for these
activities, you will be eligible for payment.)

insured
Type

●"Up to 31 days" "Over 31 days of coverage" Common Compensation

*If the insured person (Those eligible for insurance) or his/her family has already signed up for the same type of insurance product with other insurance, the coverage may overlap and the
premium may be wasted. Please confirm the coverage details when you sign the contract.
*"while traveling abroad" refers to the period (During the term of insurance) during which the insured person leaves their residence for the purpose of overseas travel and returns to their
residence. In the case of a single-family house, the residence is within the property, and in the case of an apartment house, the residence is within the living space of the person covered by
insurance.
*If an injury or illness is serious because of an existing disability or illness, our company will pay the amount that would have otherwise been incurred.

injury death
insurance

money

injury
residual
disability
insurance

money

(Depending on the degree of residual disability) 4% to 100%  *2 of
accident and physical impediment insurance proceeds
*The total amount for the insurance period (Term of the insurance
contract) is limited to the amount of disability residual disability
insurance.

*2For those who are 70 years of age or older and eligible for
insurance as of the commencement date, the contract is limited to
residual disabilities for which the rate of payment is "list of
residual disability" Grade 3 or higher ("Remaining disability grade
limited compensation rider" is set automatically.). 。 This rider is
set if it is indicated on the insurance policy, the insurance policy
certificate or the insurance card.

●treatment cost component
① If you are treated by a doctor due to an injury
caused by a sudden and accidental outpatient accident
while traveling abroad.
② If you are diagnosed with a disease *3 after starting
an overseas trip and are treated by a doctor before 72
hours have passed since the end of the trip.
③ A person who has been treated by a doctor for a
specific infectious disease *4 *5 during an overseas trip
within 30 days of the last day of the trip

●treatment cost component
The amount of medical expenses, etc., actually incurred for the
following expenses, which is considered to be appropriate in light
of social norms (The following costs are limited to those required
within 180 days, including the day of the accident in the case of
injury and the first visit in the case of illness.)
*Expenses incurred for treatment with chiropractic, acupuncture
(beam) or moxibustion (Cucumber) outside of Japan cannot be
covered by insurance.
① Expenses for treatment and hospitalization paid to doctors and
hospitals (This includes the cost of drugs prescribed by a doctor,
emergency transportation costs, and room charges at
accommodation facilities when a hospital is not available or under
doctor's instructions.)　② Expenses required for medical
treatment, such as expenses for hiring an interpreter and
transportation ③ expenses for the repair of artificial arms and
legs (Only in case of injury) ④expenses for hospitalization, such
as a. Communication expenses such as international telephone
charges, b. Expenses for purchasing personal effects (For 1 injury
or illness, up to 50,000 yen for b and 200,000 yen in total for a and
b.)　⑤ Transportation and accommodation expenses necessary for
returning to the original travel route or returning directly after
leaving the travel route (We will deduct the amount of the refund
or the amount you planned to bear.).　⑥ Medical certificate
expenses required for insurance claims
⑦ Disinfection expenses for cases where disinfection is ordered
by a public institution based on laws and regulations



aircraft delay
insurance

money

① If an aircraft scheduled to be boarded from the point
of departure is delayed for 6 hours or more, canceled,
suspended, or unable to board due to inadequate flight
reservation service, or if an alternative aircraft cannot
be used within 6 hours of the scheduled time of
departure due to a change in the destination of the
aircraft, and the following expenses are borne:
② When a passenger cannot board an aircraft
scheduled to board from his/her connecting point due
to a delay of the aircraft he/she boarded, etc., and
cannot use a substitute aircraft within 6 hours from the
time of arrival at his/her connecting point, and bears
the following expenses:
・room charge for accommodation
・Transportation *23
・Revocation fees for various services at the destination
・meal cost
*23 The cost of using alternative means of
transportation to replace the aircraft.

If the person covered by the insurance bears the expenses from a
to c in the table below for one accident, the higher amount of the
amount of payment will be paid according to the expenses.

*Excluding various service cancellation fees, etc., at the
destination, in the case of ① above, only the expenses borne at
the place of departure (In the case of a change of destination, the
destination), and in the case of ②below, only the expenses borne
at the place of transfer.

[Caution]
In principle, we accept claims only in Japan and pay in Japanese
yen. Please make sure to bring back the proof of the accident and
the amount of damage.

*1 Terrorist acts are subject to payment because a partial amendment special agreement concerning immunity from war risks is set.
*3 As for the disease that developed after the trip, the cause is limited to the one that occurred during the trip.
*4 The term “Designated Infectious Disease ” means a Class I Infectious Disease, a Class II Infectious Disease, a Class III Infectious Disease or a Class IV Infectious Disease prescribed in
Article 6 of the Act on Prevention of Infectious Diseases and Medical Care for Patients Suffering Infectious Diseases, or a Designated Infectious Disease for which measures equivalent to
those of a Class I Infectious Disease, a Class II Infectious Disease or a Class III Infectious Disease are taken by Cabinet Order.
*5 This refers to an infectious disease specified by the person covered by insurance at the time of starting treatment.
*6 If it's over 0 AM, it's counted as 2 days.
*7 Refers to a relative by blood within the sixth degree, spouse *8, or relative by affinity within the third degree.
*8 Including those who have not registered their marriage but are in a de facto marital relationship, and those who are in a state where their gender on the family register is the same but with
substance that does not differ from their marital relationship (limited to cases where it can be confirmed through documents, etc., that all of the following requirements are met). It's different
from engagement. ) 。
① Having the intention to marry *9 ② Living in the same community as a husband and wife by living together
*9 If the gender on the family register is the same, it means the intention to continue the same relationship in the future.
*10 Refers to an infectious disease specified at the time of death of a person covered by insurance.

Treatment
relief cost
insurance

money

In addition to the above ①to ④and⑥, for example,
・Pregnancy, childbirth, premature birth,
miscarriage, or disorders and infertility due to them
・dental disease
・Death due to altitude sickness that developed
while climbing mountains using climbing tools such
as ice axles and crampons (If you set a special risk
coverage rider and pay premium for these
activities, you will be eligible for payment.)

In addition to the foregoing①to④, for example,
・Violations of laws and regulations of policyholders
and those covered by insurance
・insurer's breach of law
・Earthquakes, eruptions, or tsunamis caused by
these

aircraft
deposit
baggage

insurance
money

illness death
insurance

money

① In the event that an aircraft scheduled to be boarded
as a passenger by an insured person at the place of
departure or the place of transit does not depart within
6 hours from the scheduled time of departure and does
not receive baggage deposited with the airline at the
time of boarding of the aircraft, and consequently the
insured person is obliged to bear the expenses for
purchasing clothing, daily necessities, and other
necessary personal items within 96 hours from the
scheduled time of departure
② In the event that the aircraft on which the insured
person boarded as a passenger at the connecting
destination or destination cannot receive the baggage
deposited with the airline at the time of boarding of the
aircraft within 6 hours of arrival at the connecting
destination or destination, and the insured person is
obliged to pay the expenses for the purchase of
clothing, daily necessities and other personal items
which are necessary within 96 hours of arrival at the
connecting destination or destination

We will pay 30,000 yen (fixed amount) per accident.

[Caution]
In principle, we accept claims only in Japan and pay in Japanese
yen. Please make sure to bring back the proof of the accident and
the amount of damage.

① When you die of illness while traveling abroad
② If you are diagnosed with a disease *3 after starting
an overseas travel, you are treated by a doctor within
72 hours after the end of the travel, and you die within
30 days from the end of the travel including that day.
③ Death due to a specific infectious disease *4 *10
acquired during an overseas trip within 30 days of the
end of the trip

The full amount of sickness and death insurance is paid to the
legal heir of the person who is covered by insurance. If a death
benefit recipient is designated, it will be paid to the designated
person.

*Notice for both treatment and relief costs

The amount of insurance money to be paid is limited to the amount of treatment and relief expenses for a single injury, 

illness, accident, etc. The following a. The cost of b. is eligible for payment and c. is not.

a. Expenses paid directly to the medical institution by the person covered by the insurance as co-payment when receiving 

medical treatment in Japan

b. Expenses paid directly to the medical institution by the person covered by the insurance in the case of receiving 

treatment overseas.

c. When you receive treatment in Japan, you will be paid by health insurance, worker's accident compensation insurance, 

etc., and those who are covered by insurance will not be required to pay directly. Also, in cases where there is a similar 

system overseas, the portion that is not required to be paid directly to the medical institution by the person covered by 

the insurance.

Amount of expenses paid by the insured person
a Room charge for accommodation: 30,000 yen

b Transportation expenses * 20 or cancellation fee
for various services at the destination: 10,000 yen

c Meal: 5,000 yen



international
student
liability

insurance

In the case that movables for daily use * 16 are
damaged due to accidental accidents such as theft,
damage, or fire during overseas travel
*16 What are living things?
A camera, bag, clothing, or other personal belongings
*17 that a person covered by insurance owns or
borrows from another person free of charge for the trip
prior to the start of the trip, or items that are stored in
a lodging or residential facility of a person covered by
insurance.
However, this does not include physical items such as
cash, checks, credit cards, prepaid cards, electronic
money, gift certificates, commuter passes, dentures,
contact lenses, manuscripts, designs, certificates,
books, data, software, equipment for surfing and other
sports, or personal items.
*17 Excluding those rented for business purposes
regardless of whether you are on this trip or not.

For example:
①War, use of foreign force, revolution, usurpation
of government, insurrection, armed insurrection,
and other similar incidents *1
②Radiation exposure and radioactive
contamination
③Intent of the policyholder or the insured
④Liability for Damages Related to Performance of
Duties or Part-time Work (professional liability)
⑤Aircraft, ship *14, vehicle *15, firearms (Remove
the air gun.) liability arising from someone's
possession, use and management
⑥Liability for Damages Related to the Contract
Article (* Items included in 14 are subject to
payment.)
⑦Liability for compensation to relatives *7
*14 Yacht and personal watercraft are subject to
insurance.
*15 Rental cars included. Insurance will be paid for
bicycles, golf course rides, and snowmobiles used
for leisure purposes.

In addition to① ②as described in "foreign student
liability risk", for example:
・willful or gross negligence of the policyholder, the
insured, or the beneficiary
・Damage caused by accidents while driving without
a license, under the influence of alcohol, or using
narcotics, etc.
・Misplaced or lost belongings *21
・the absence or natural wear or wear or rust or
discoloration or worm-eaten nature of something
that is covered by insurance
・damage that is merely cosmetic and does not
impair function
・Exercise of Public Power such as Seizure and
Destruction (Destruction of locks in fire fighting,
evacuation procedures, safety confirmation
inspections at airports, etc. is subject to payment.)
・Damage to glassware, ceramics, art and antiques
*22
・Damage caused by changes in temperature and
humidity, damage to tubes, and liquid outflow *22
*21 Including theft after misplacement or loss.
*22 Damage due to wind and water disasters such
as fire, thunderbolt, explosion, typhoon, heavy rain,
or theft is subject to payment.

Living Goods
and

Casualties
Insurance for

Foreign
Students

In the event that an accident during overseas travel
resulted in an accident resulting from daily life or an
accident resulting from the ownership, use or
management of a residence *11, resulting in injury to
another person or damage to another person's property
*12, resulting in legal liability for damages
*11 What is a house?
Accommodation or accommodation for study abroad or
travel for those who are covered by insurance.
*12 Personal property (Includes safety boxes outside
the cabin and room keys.) in travel and household
goods, guest rooms in accommodation facilities, and
guest rooms in accommodation facilities that are
directly borrowed by policyholders or persons covered
by insurance from rental companies , residential
facilities (It includes personal property in the room.) *13.
*13 As for the damage of the residential facilities, the
damage to be covered depends on whether it is a room
or not.
In the case of rooms
Damage to the room. However, if you are renting an
entire building or apartment house, the following applies
only.
①Damage to the room due to fire, explosion or rupture
②Damage caused to the room by water leakage, water
discharge or water leakage. However, this excludes
damage to the plumbing system itself.
When not in a room
Damage due to fire, explosion, rupture and water
leakage, water discharge or water spillage.

Amount of damage up to 100,000 yen per 1 piece, 1 set or 1 pair
of personal belongings or things stored in lodging and
accommodation *18
*A total of up to 50,000 yen can be used for boat tickets, airline
tickets, etc.
*The maximum amount of a passport for 1 insured event is 50,000
yen.
*Up to the amount of the movable property and casualty
insurance for international students for accidents within the same
insurance year.
*18 What is the amount of damage?
The fair value *19 of the personal belongings that caused the
damage. If repair is possible, the lower of the repair cost and the
market value *4 is used. In the case of a driver's license for a
motor vehicle or the like, there is a reissuance fee, and in the
case of a passport, there is a reacquisition fee (only if it is borne
locally). Transportation and accommodation are included. ) For
passenger tickets, airline tickets, etc., the cost paid by the insured
person after the insured event within the route and class of the
passenger ticket, airline ticket, etc.
*19 Market value refers to the amount calculated by deducting
the amount of consumption due to use and depreciation
corresponding to the number of years elapsed from the
replacement cost *20.
*20 This refers to the amount required to reacquire items of the
same structure, quality, purpose, size, type and capability as those
covered by insurance.
*Insurance money may also be paid for expenses necessary or
beneficial to prevent the occurrence or spread of damage.

[Caution]
In principle, we accept claims only in Japan and pay in Japanese
yen.
Please file a claim in Japan through the policyholder.

Amount of compensation for damages
*The amount of liability insurance for foreign students is the limit
for one accident.
*If you wish to accept full or partial liability, please consult with
our company in advance.
*Insurance money may also be paid for expenses necessary and
beneficial to prevent the occurrence or spread of damage, court
costs, attorneys' fees, etc. paid with the consent of our company.
*If the person covered by the insurance is incompetent, and the
person who has parental authority, etc. is legally liable for
damages due to the act of the incompetent, the person is also
covered by the insurance.
[Caution]
In principle, we accept claims only in Japan and pay in Japanese
yen.
Please file a claim in Japan through the policyholder.



emergency
temporary

cost of
returning

home
insurance

money
<Options>

The person covered by the insurance is traveling abroad
(Excluding the period of temporary return.). If the
insured person returns to Japan temporarily due to the
death or serious condition of the insured person's
spouse *8 or relative within the second degree of
kinship, or due to the distress or disappearance of the
aircraft or ship on board.
*This is limited to cases in which a traveler has
temporarily returned to his/her country by the day on
which 10 days have elapsed from the day on which the
cause set forth above occurred, including the day on
which such cause occurred, and who has returned to
his/her place of stay overseas again within 30 days
from the day on which such cause occurred, including
the day on which such person returned to his/her
country.
If you return to your country more than once due to the
same reason, you cannot pay the return fee for the
second time or later. However, in the case of returning
to Japan more than twice due to the critical condition of
a relative within the same second degree of kinship, if
the person dies within 30 days including that day from
the second temporary return, the second temporary
return will be covered by the insurance payment.
*By setting up a special contract for additional
collateral for family emergency temporary return home
expenses, it is possible to cover emergency temporary
return home of accompanying family members.

The amount of the following expenses paid by the policyholder or
the person covered by insurance that is considered to be
appropriate in light of social norms
*The amount of emergency temporary return home expenses
insurance is the limit for one return.
① Transportation expenses such as round-trip airfares
② Luggage fees (Up to 14 days) and miscellaneous expenses
(Communication expenses such as international telephone
charges, travel processing expenses, transportation expenses in
the place of temporary return, etc.) for the temporary return
journey, accommodation at the temporary return home. However,
1 temporary return home is limited to 200,000 yen in total.
*If a policyholder or a person covered by insurance can receive
benefits according to the congratulatory or condolence regulations
of the workplace, the amount will be the amount after deducting
the amount.

Amount of insurance claims paid Major Cases Where Insurance Claims Are Not Paid

●treatment cost component
The amount equivalent to the amount of the actual medical
expenses, etc. that is considered to be appropriate in general
societal terms and that is normally borne for the onset of an
equivalent disease

●rescue cost component
The amount of the following expenses actually incurred by the
policyholder, the insured person, or the insured person's relative
*7, which is recognized to be appropriate in terms of social norms,
and which corresponds to the expenses normally borne in the
event of the onset of an equivalent disease
For example,
Transportation expenses such as round-trip airfare for the
rescuer to the site (Up to three rescuers)
a room charge for a rescuer's accommodation (Up to 14 days per
three rescuers and each rescuer)

In the
presence of

disease
relate to
first aid

relief cost
In the

security
covenants

pertain
treatment
and relief
expense
claims

Major Cases of Payment of Insurance Claims

For example:
・When treatment is started after overseas travel
・Traveling for treatment or relief of symptoms
・If you have decided to receive medical treatment
from a doctor at the hospital or clinic you are
visiting before starting your overseas trip (This
includes cases in which appointments for medical
examinations or arrangements for hospitalization
have been made.).
・the following expenses that were planned to be
expended while traveling abroad
　For example,
　・dialysis, prosthetic limbs, prosthetic heart
valves, pacemakers,
　Continuous use of colostomies, wheelchairs, and
other devices
　costs associated with
　・Continuous use of insulin injections and other
drugs
　costs associated with
・Cost of physical therapy such as spa therapy and
hot air bathing
・Costs of massage, massage, acupressure,
acupuncture (beam), moxibustion (Cucumber), judo
healing, chiropractic, or chiropractic
・Cost of exercise therapy, rehabilitation, and
similar physical therapy
・Expenses for organ transplants and similar
operations
・Costs of wearing and adjusting eyeglasses,
contact lenses, or hearing aids or costs of myopic
surgery or other procedures to restore vision
・Expenses for hair transplantation, cosmetic plastic
surgery, etc.
・Expenses related to fertility treatment and other
pregnancy promotion management

●treatment cost component
A disorder that has been diagnosed and treated by a
doctor before traveling abroad (It does not include
pregnancy, childbirth, premature birth, miscarriage, or
any of the disorders caused by them, infertility, or
dental problems.) when the patient was treated by a
physician due to a sudden worsening of the symptoms
*24 while traveling abroad due to

●rescue cost component
A disorder that has been diagnosed and treated by a
doctor before traveling abroad (It does not include
pregnancy, childbirth, premature birth, miscarriage, or
any of the disorders caused by them, infertility, or
dental problems.) If the patient has been hospitalized for
≥ 3 consecutive days *6 due to sudden worsening of
symptoms *24 while traveling abroad due to

Major Cases of Payment of Insurance Claims Amount of insurance claims paid

In addition to ①and②, for example,
・In case that a spouse * 8 or a relative in the first
degree of kinship has been hospitalized before the
receipt of insurance premiums or the start of
overseas travel period, or in case that a disease or
the like that could cause death or serious illness
has occurred.
・In case that a traveler has returned to Japan
temporarily using an airline ticket, etc. purchased or
reserved prior to the occurrence of an injury or
illness causing death or serious illness, or the
distress or disappearance of an aircraft or ship

●Compensation only for "Over Three Months"
insured
Type

insured
Type

Major Cases Where Insurance Claims Are Not Paid

●Compensation only for "Up to 31 days"

*Notice for both treatment and relief costs

*24 What is a sudden worsening of symptoms?

A change in symptoms that cannot be predicted in advance by a person covered by insurance when traveling abroad and 

that cannot be avoided even with due care that must be taken in accordance with social norms.

*The maximum amount of insurance payment per 1 illness is 3 million yen in total for the treatment cost and the relief 

cost. However, if the insured amount for treatment and relief expenses is less than 3 million yen, the insured amount shall 

be limited to the insured amount for treatment and relief expenses.

*It is limited to the expense required within 30 days including the day when the medical treatment of the doctor started 

during the overseas travel. Also, residence (Includes hospitals or clinics in the destination country where the insured 

person was admitted.) Expenses incurred after returning to the above will not be subject to payment.
*Please refer to the "overseas travel insurance general policy conditions and riders" for details of applicable costs and 
damages.



OVER SEAS TRAVEL INSURANCE COVERRAGE AND INSURANCE PREMIUM

RERIOD OF
INSURANSE

Insurance
Premium

RERIOD OF
INSURANSE

Insurance
Premium

　1day ¥3,370 ２months ¥26,180
　２days ¥3,890 ３months ¥36,010
　３days ¥4,540 ４months ¥54,220
　４days ¥4,910 ５months ¥69,030
　５days ¥5,750 ６months ¥83,670
　６days ¥6,660 ７months ¥98,470
　７days ¥7,220 ８months ¥113,330
　８days ¥7,570 ９months ¥128,450
　９days ¥8,130 10months ¥143,450

BAGGAGE DELAY EXPENSES ￥30,000 　10days ¥8,440 11months ¥157,940
FLIGHT DELAY EXPENSES ￥30,000 　11days ¥8,970 　１year ¥172,890

　12days ¥9,300
　13days ¥9,830
　14days ¥10,160
　15days ¥10,440
　17days ¥11,070
　19days ¥11,870
　21days ¥12,680
　23days ¥13,300
　25days ¥13,680
　27days ¥14,380
　29days ¥14,920
　31days ¥15,160
　34days ¥13,900
　39days ¥15,960
　46days ¥18,920
　53days ¥22,330

(Only in case the insurance period is more than 3 months)

STUDENT LIABILITY ￥100,000,000

STUDENT HOUSEHOLD GOODNESS & PERSONAL BELONGINGS ￥300,000

TEMPORARY EMERGENCY RETURN HOME EXPENSES ￥500,000

MEDEICAL & RESCUER'S EXPRESS Unlimited

SICKNESS DEATH ￥30,000,000

PRE-EXISTING SICKNESS TREATMENT(Only in case the
insurance period is within 31 days)

￥3,000,000

COVERAGE LIMIT OF INDEMNITY

INJURY DEATH ￥30,000,000

INJURY PERMANENT DISABILITY ￥30,000,000

From 1 year to 
more than two 
years, please 
query to 
Waseda 
University
Campus 
Insurance Center. 
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